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The Last Frontier The Roman Invasions Of Scotland
This ambitious book investigates a major yet underexplored nexus of themes in
Roman cultural history: the evolving tropes of enclosure, retreat and compressed
space within expanding, potentially borderless empire. In Roman writers'
exploration of real and symbolic enclosures - caves, corners, villas, bathhouses,
the 'prison' of the human body itself - we see the aesthetic, philosophical and
political intersecting in fascinating ways, as the machine of empire is recast in
tighter and tighter shapes. Victoria Rimell brings ideas and methods from literary
theory, cultural studies and philosophy to bear on an extraordinary range of
ancient texts rarely studied in juxtaposition, from Horace's Odes, Virgil's Aeneid
and Ovid's Ibis, to Seneca's Letters, Statius' Achilleid and Tacitus' Annals. A
series of epilogues puts these texts in conceptual dialogue with our own
contemporary art world, and emphasizes the role Rome's imagination has played
in the history of Western thinking about space, security and dwelling.
The Romans tried to conquer Scotland three times 2000 years ago. These forays
have left their mark, which can still be seen in the form of earthworks - the
remains of forts and frontiers constructed by the army. This study shows the
effect of these periods of occupation on Scotland and its people.
Readers who have ever wondered what Heaven will be like may now embark on
an inspiring journey of discovery toward a future finer than all their dreams. This
well-researched book argues that life in Heaven will be interesting, purposeful
and joyfully real. The greatest adventure awaits: the exploration of Heaven.
Identifying the psychological benefits of an afterlife communication practice that
the author believes can assuage negative feelings about loss and death, an
analysis of religious and historical views draws on near-death experiences and
after-death communication to reveal how everyday people can make contact with
the afterlife. Original.
The Antonine Wall, which runs across Scotland from the Firth of Forth to the Firth
of Clyde, has been described as "Rome's Last Frontier," as it was the Empire's
most northern outpost. But the real outpost, about which modern excavation is
revealing more and more information, was the Gask Ridge in Perthshire.
Research over the last 50 years has revolutionized our picture of the Roman
occupation of the north of Scotland, well before the time of the famous governor
Agricola. Moreover, the Roman remains can now be set more firmly in the
context of the pre-existing native society.
The Roman conquests of Macedonia in the 2nd century BC led directly to the
extension of their authority over the troublesome tribes of Thrace to the south of
the Danube. But their new neighbor on the other side of the mighty river, the
kingdom of the Dacians, was to pose an increasing threat to the Roman empire.
Inevitably, this eventually provoked Roman attempts at invasion and conquest. It
is a measure of Dacian prowess and resilience that several tough campaigns
were required over more than a century before their kingdom was added to the
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Roman Empire. It was one of the Empire's last major acquisitions (and a shortlived one at that). Dr. Michael Schmitz traces Roman involvement in the Danube
region from first contact with the Thracians after the Third Macedonian War in the
2nd century BC to the ultimate conquest of Dacia by Trajan in the early years of
the 2nd Century AD. Like the other volumes in this series, this book gives a clear
narrative of the course of these wars, explaining how the Roman war machine
coped with formidable new foes and the challenges of unfamiliar terrain and
climate. Specially commissioned color plates bring the main troop types vividly to
life in meticulously researched detail.
North Castle Books are designed to bring the global variety of knowledge to a
broader audience. Primarily aimed at the general reader through bookstore
distribution, North Castle Books makes available, in handsomely bound paper
editions, titles of literary and cultural significance that our editors have found to
be of lasting importance. Spanning the range of fields from Asian Studies to
American Studies, from short stories to scholarly treatises, from myth to memoirs,
from Economics to Government, from Russian Politics to Recent History, North
Castle Books will occupy an important place on bookshelves. Each edition will be
reasonably priced, affording students, scholars, and serious readers the means
to expand their horizons and broaden their aesthetic understanding.The story of
the Cheyenne Indians in the 1870s, and their bitter struggle to flee from the
Indian Territory in Oklahoma back to their home in Wyoming and Montana."Mr.
Fast's novel will stand or fall upon its value as a dramatic, finely presented story.
It is all of that: a model, which may easily become a classic example, of what to
put in and what to leave out in the writing of a historical novel. ... I do not believe
it is saying too much to suggest that in the person of Mr. Fast we may have the
next really important American historical novelist". -- Joseph Henry Jackson, New
York Herald Tribune Books"Fast's writing, austerely polished and austerely
poetic, is admirably suited to this epic tale of a desperate effort for dignified
survival. ... Fast has gotten to the core of this incident and made it into a rich
American novel". -- New York Times Book Review"An amazing restoration and
reconstruction. Thecharacters breathe, the landscape is solid ground and sky,
and the story runs flexibly along the zigzag trail of a people driven by a deep
instinct to their ancient home. I do not know any other episode in Western history
that has been so truly and subtly perpetuated as this one. A great story lost has
been found again, and as here told promises to live for generations". -- Carl Van
Doren
Whittaker begins by discussing the Romans' ideological vision of geographic space demonstrating, for example, how an interest in precise boundaries of organized territories
never included a desire to set limits on controls of unorganized space beyond these territories.
He then describes the role of frontiers in the expanding empire, including an attempt to answer
the question of why the frontiers stopped where they did. He examines the economy and
society of the frontiers. Finally, he discusses the pressure hostile outsiders placed on the
frontiers, and their eventual collapse.
Legio IX Hispana had a long and active history, later founding York from where it guarded the
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northern frontiers in Britain. But the last evidence for its existence in Britain comes from AD
108. The mystery of their disappearance has inspired debate and imagination for decades. The
most popular theory, immortalized in Rosemary Sutcliffe’s novel The Eagle of the Ninth, is that
the legion was sent to fight the Caledonians in Scotland and wiped out there. But more recent
archaeology (including evidence that London was burnt to the ground and dozens of
decapitated heads) suggests a crisis, not on the border but in the heart of the province,
previously thought to have been peaceful at this time. What if IX Hispana took part in a
rebellion, leading to their punishment, disbandment and damnatio memoriae (official erasure
from the records)? This proposed ‘Hadrianic War’ would then be the real context for
Hadrian’s ‘visit’ in 122 with a whole legion, VI Victrix, which replaced the ‘vanished’ IX as
the garrison at York. Other theories are that it was lost on the Rhine or Danube, or in the East.
Simon Elliott considers the evidence for these four theories, and other possibilities.
This book examines politics in terms of space fiction, international relations and theory, using
the Star Wars and Star Trek television and movie franchises to illustrate these dimensions.
Byzantium was dismissed by Gibbon, in the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire,and his
Victorian successors as a decadent, dark, oriental culture, given up to intrigue, forbidden
pleasure and refined cruelty. This great empire, founded by Constantine as the seat of power
in the East began to flourish in the fifth century AD, after the fall of Rome, yet its culture and
history have been neglected by scholars in comparison to the privileging of interest in the
Western and Roman Empire. Michael Grant's latest book aims to compensate for that neglect
and to provide an insight into the nature of the Byzantine Empire in the fifth century; the
prevalence of Christianity, the enormity and strangeness of the landscape of Asia Minor; and
the history of invasion prior to the genesis of the empire. Michael Grant's narrative is lucid and
colourful as always, lavishly illustrated with photographs and maps. He successfully provides
an examination of a comparatively unexplored area and constructs the history of an empire
which rivals the former richness and diversity of a now fallen Rome.
Perfect for fans of Simon Scarrow and Ben Kane, this formidable and compelling historical
thriller from bestselling author Douglas Jackson will have you absolutely gripped...
"Spectacular and satisfying...thrilling and dramatic...Roman historical fiction at its very best" -SUNDAY EXPRESS "Douglas Jackson is one of the finest writers about today...this series is a
glorious achievement" -- FOR WINTER NIGHTS "Rightly hailed as one of the best historical
novelists writing today" -- DAILY EXPRESS "I was devastated to finish this novel and look
forward to many more from the pen of Douglas Jackson" -- ***** Reader review "Superb in
every way" -- ***** Reader review ************************************************************** IN
THE FAR NORTH, GAIUS VALERIUS VERRENS' DESTINY AWAITS... AD 80: Gaius Valerius
Verrens is back where he belongs, at the head of a legion. But this is no ordinary legion. His
command is the 'unlucky' Ninth, tainted by four decades of ill fortune and poor leadership. A
unit regarded as expendable by his superior, Gnaeus Julius Agricola... Yet all that can be
swept aside by a single moment of glory, and the invasion of the north of the province provides
the perfect opportunity. Valerius leads his men to a devastating victory against the Brigantes,
infuriating Agricola... Soon, even greater honours beckon with the death of Emperor Vespasian
and the succession of Valerius's friend, Titus. All Valerius can do is forget the great prizes on
offer, concentrate on defeating the savage tribes who lie in the path of the Ninth, and ignore
Agricola's intrigues. But watching his every move is another enemy - and this one is the most
formidable enemy he has ever faced... Hammer of Rome is the last of the Gaius Valerius
Verrens novels. Have you read the other eight?
Italy and the East Roman World in the Medieval Mediterranean addresses the understudied
topic of the Italian peninsula’s relationship to the continuation of the Roman Empire in the
East, across the early and central Middle Ages. The East Roman world, commonly known by
the ahistorical term "Byzantium", is generally imagined as an Eastern Mediterranean empire,
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with Italy part of the medieval "West". Across 18 individually authored chapters, an introduction
and conclusion, this volume makes a different case: for an East Roman world of which Italy
forms a crucial part, and an Italian peninsula which is inextricably connected to—and, indeed,
includes—regions ruled from Constantinople. Celebrating a scholar whose work has led this
field over several decades, Thomas S. Brown, the chapters focus on the general themes of
empire, cities and elites, and explore these from the angles of sources and historiography,
archaeology, social, political and economic history, and more besides. With contributions from
established and early career scholars, elucidating particular issues of scholarship as well as
general historical developments, the volume provides both immediate contributions and opens
space for a new generation of readers and scholars to a growing field.
The Roman military machine was pre-eminent in the ancient world, projecting power across
the known world over a vast chronology, and an increasingly huge and diverse geography.
One of the most powerful instruments of war in the history of conflict, it proved uniquely adept
at learning from setbacks, always coming back the stronger for it. In so doing it displayed two
of the most important traits associated with the world of Rome. Firstly grit, that key ability to
remain steadfast and to overcome adversity even in the most challenging of circumstances, as
faced for example by the Republic in the Second Punic War against Hannibal. Secondly, the
ability to copy the successful technical and tactical innovations of their enemies, enabling the
Roman military to always stay one step ahead of its opponents on campaign and in battle. In
this grand tour, covering every aspect of the Roman military, leading expert Dr Simon Elliott
first provides a detailed background to the Roman Republic and Empire to provide context for
all that follows. He then looks specifically at the Roman military in its three key chronological
phases: the Republic, the Principate Empire and the Dominate Empire. Next he forensically
examines specific instances of the Roman military on campaign and in battle, and of its
engineering prowess. Finally, he investigates the many enemies faced by the Roman Republic
and Empire. This all provides a firm structure to enable the reader to come to grips with this
incredible military machine, one whose exploits still resonate in the world to this very day.
“The Men of the Last Frontier” is a 1922 work by Grey Owl. Part memoir, part chronicle of the
vanishing Canadian wilderness, and part collection First Nations lore and stories. His first
book, “The Men of the Last Frontier” is an impassioned cry for the conservation of the natural
world that is as poignent now as when first published. Archibald Stansfeld Belaney
(1888–1938), also known as Grey Owl, was a British-born Canadian fur trapper,
conservationist, and writer. In life, he pretended to be a First Nations person, but it was later
discovered that he was in fact not Indigenous—revelations that greatly tarnished his reputation.
Other notable works by this author include: “The Men of the Last Frontier”, “Pilgrims of the
Wild”, and “Tales of an Empty Cabin”. This classic work is being republished now in a new
edition with specially curated introductory material.
The lands in the north of Britain in what we now called Scotland, then occupied by Celtic
settlers, never became part of the Roman empire, in spite of being invaded several times. The
northernmost frontier of the empire was fortified for only a few years after the battle of Mons
Graupius in AD 84, when the Caledonians were defeated by Gnaeus Julius Agricola. Work on
the construction of an alternative frontier, represented by the elaborate defenses of the
Antonine Wall, began in about 142. It was maintained hardly longer than 25 years, and by 180
the Roman invaders had retreated back to Hadrian's Wall. After further Celtic activity, a
temporary truce was negotiated personally by the emperor Septimus Severus in 209.
Thereafter, until their empire began to collapse, the Romans maintained a fragile hold on
Hadrian's Wall in the face of furious attacks by marauding Picts and Scotti (Scots), and a
combined operation by land and sea in 367 against the whole of Roman Britain by the northern
Celts in an alliance with the Franks and Saxons. "The Last Frontier" is a fresh account of these
momentous events and the background to them, based on a reassessment of the original
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sources and on recent archaeological evidence. Extracts from Latin texts, including Tacitus,
who wrote a biography of Agricola, are in new translations. The author also sets the
involvement of Rome in the context of the development of Scotland from prehistoric times to
nationhood.
A Scottish historian travels along the cultural and geographical border of the Highlands in this
“seductive travelogue” (Scottish Field). Running from the northeast to the southwest of
Scotland, the Highland Line is the most profound internal boundary in Britain. First recognized
by the Roman general Agricola in the first century AD, it divides the country in many
senses—signaling the border between Highland and Lowland; Celtic and English-speaking;
crofting and farming. In Britain's Last Frontier Alistair Moffat makes a journey of the
imagination, tracing the route of the Line from the River Clyde through Perthshire and the
North-east. In addition to exploring the huge importance of the Line over almost two thousand
years, he also shows how it continues to influence life and attitudes in 21st-century Scotland.
The result is a fascinating book full of history and anecdote.
The Romans: An Introduction, 3rd edition engages students in the study of ancient Rome by
exploring specific historical events and examining the evidence. This focus enables students
not only to learn history and culture but also to understand how we recreate this picture of
Roman life. The thematic threads of individuals and events (political, social, legal, military
conflicts) are considered and reconsidered in each chapter, providing continuity and illustrating
how political, social, and legal norms change over time. This new edition contains extensive
updated and revised material designed to evoke the themes and debates which resonate in
both the ancient and modern worlds: class struggles, imperialism, constitutional power (checks
& balances), the role of the family, slavery, urbanisation, and religious tolerance. Robust case
studies with modern parallels push students to interpret and analyze historical events and
serve as jumping off points for multifaceted discussion. New features include: Increased
emphasis on developing skills in interpretation and analysis which can be used across all
disciplines. Expanded historical coverage of Republican history and the Legacy of Rome. An
expanded introduction to the ancient source materials, as well as a more focused and
analytical approach to the evidence, which are designed to engage the reader further in his/her
interaction and interpretation of the material. A dedicated focus on specific events in history
that are revisited throughout the book that fosters a richer, more in-depth understanding of key
events. New maps and a greater variety of illustrations have been added, as well as updated
reading lists. A further appendix on Roman nomenclature and brief descriptions of Roman
authors has also been provided. The book’s successful website has been updated with
additional resources and images, including on-site videos from ancient sites and case studies
which provide closer "tutorial" style treatment of specific topics and types of evidence. Those
with an interest in classical language and literature, ancient history, Roman art, political and
economic systems, or the concept of civilization as a whole, will gain a greater understanding
of both the Romans and the model of a civilization that has shaped so many cultures.
History of the first railroad built across Indian Territory (Oklahoma).
The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire is a book of history which traces the
trajectory of Western civilization (as well as the Islamic and Mongolian conquests) from the
height of the Roman Empire to the fall of Byzantium. The work covers the history of the Roman
Empire, Europe, and the Catholic Church from 98 to 1590 and discusses the decline of the
Roman Empire in the East and West: I. The first period may be traced from the age of Trajan
and the Antonines, when the Roman monarchy, having attained its full strength and maturity,
began to verge towards its decline; and will extend to the subversion of the Western Empire,
by the barbarians of Germany and Scythia, the rude ancestors of the most polished nations of
modern Europe. This extraordinary revolution, which subjected Rome to the power of a Gothic
conqueror, was completed about the beginning of the sixth century. II. The second period
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commences with the reign of Justinian, who, by his laws, as well as by his victories, restored a
transient splendor to the Eastern Empire. It will comprehend the invasion of Italy by the
Lombards; the conquest of the Asiatic and African provinces by the Arabs, who embraced the
religion of Mahomet; the revolt of the Roman people against the feeble princes of
Constantinople; and the elevation of Charlemagne, who, in the year eight hundred, established
the second, or German Empire of the West III. The last and longest period includes about six
centuries and a half; from the revival of the Western Empire, till the taking of Constantinople by
the Turks, and the extinction of a degenerate race of princes. Edward Gibbon (1737-1794) was
an English historian and Member of Parliament.
In 1931 Grey Owl published his first book, The Men of the Last Frontier, a work that is part
memoir, part history of the vanishing wilderness in Canada, and part compendium of animal
and First Nations tales and lore. A passionate, compelling appeal for the protection and
preservation of the natural environment pervades Grey Owls words and makes his literary
debut still ring with great relevance in the 21st century. By the 1920s, Canadas outposts of
adventure had been thrust farther and farther north to the remote margins of the country.
Lumbermen, miners, and trappers invaded the primeval forests, seizing on natures wealth with
soulless efficiency. Grey Owl himself fled before the assault as he witnessed his valleys
polluted with sawmills, his hills dug up for hidden treasure, and wildlife, particularly his beloved
beavers, exterminated for quick fortunes.
Prior to the third century A.D., two broad Roman conceptions of frontiers proliferated and
competed: an imperial ideology of rule without limit coexisted with very real and pragmatic
attempts to define and defend imperial frontiers. But from about A.D. 250-500, there was a
basic shift in mentality, as news from and about frontiers began to portray a more defined
Roman world—a world with limits—allowing a new understanding of frontiers as territorial and not
just as divisions of people. This concept, previously unknown in the ancient world, brought with
it a new consciousness, which soon spread to cosmology, geography, myth, sacred texts, and
prophecy. The “frontier consciousness” produced a unified sense of Roman identity that
transcended local identities and social boundaries throughout the later Empire. Approaching
Roman frontiers with the aid of media studies as well as anthropological and sociological
methodologies, Mark W. Graham chronicles and documents this significant transition in ancient
thought, which coincided with, but was not necessarily dependent on, the Christianization of
the Roman world. Mark W. Graham is Assistant Professor of History at Grove City College.
A new collection of the histories of the Roman Legions. The author begins by narrating all that
is known about the legions of Caesars army. He uniquely organizes this using only the
accounts in Caesars tales of his wars in Gaul, North Africa and in Appian's accounts of the
Civil War. He follows the history of each legion as it is narrated, resisting the all too common
impulse to fill in the narrative with the authors or historians supposition of the legions activities.
The bulk of the book is concerned with the legions under Caesar and the Imperial Legions I
through 22. It then continues with the legions raised from Gallienus, Diocletian, Constantine,
and Theodosius. In the appendix section he tries to organize information about other legions
raised during the Civil War of Caesar and Octavian, and a unique guide to Roman cities,
villages, and forts mentioned in the work.
The existence of intelligent extraterrestrial life has been a subject of debate since the dawn of
recorded history. The Last Frontier, originally published in German in 1983 and now available
in Helen Atkins's sensitive English translation, traces the development of the idea that Earth is
not the only planet inhabited by intelligent beings, but that there might be a plurality or even an
infinity of "worlds" with human or humanoid life. Focusing on the seventeenth to the twentieth
century and taking into account theological, philosophical, scientific, popular, and literary
writings from American, British, French, and German sources, Karl S. Guthke demonstrates
the continuing importance of this question to the process of human self-definition.
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A comprehensive and exclusive biography on one of the most pivotal figures of the 20th
century: Pope John Paul II. As the spiritual head of more than one billion Catholics and a world
statesman of immense stature and influence, Pope John Paul II was a major international
figure. Yet he remained a mystery—theologically, politically, and personally. Through
unprecedented access to both the Pope himself and those close to him, veteran New York
Times correspondent and award-winning author Tad Szulc delivered the definitive biography of
John Paul II. This strikingly intimate portrait highlights the Polishness that shapes the Pope's
mysticism and pragmatism, while providing a behind-the-scenes look at the significant events
of his public and private life. Fascinating and thought-provoking, this biography of Pope John
Paul II is vital reading not only for Roman Catholics, but for anyone interested in one of the
most important figures of our time. The inside story of the negotiations involving John Paul II,
Soviet President Gorbachev, and General Jaruzelski of Poland that led to Poland's and
Eastern Europe's transition from communism to democracy John Paul II's secret diplomacy,
which resulted in the establishment of relations between the Holy See and Israel The neverbefore-told story of how the Polish communist regime helped to "make" Karol Wojtyla an
archbishop, the key step on his road to the papacy. Fascinating and thought-provoking, this
biography of Pope John Paul II is vital reading not only for Roman Catholics, but for anyone
interested in one of the most important figures of our time.
The Roman Conquests series seeks to explain when and how the Romans were able to
conquer a vast empire stretching from the foothills of the Scottish Highlands to the Sahara
Desert, from the Atlantic to the Persian Gulf. How did their armies adapt to and overcome the
challenges of widely varied enemies and terrain? In this volume, Dr Simon Elliott draws on the
latest research and archaeological evidence to present a new narrative of the conquest (never
completed) of Britain. From Julius Caesar’s initial incursions in 55 and 54 BC, through the
Claudian invasion of 43 AD and the campaigns of expansion and pacification thereafter, he
analyses the Roman army in action. The weapons, equipment, organization, leadership,
strategy and tactics of the legions and their British foes are described and analysed. The
ferocity of the resistance was such that the island was never wholly subdued and required a
disproportionate military presence for the duration of its time as a Roman province.
Ancient Rome masterfully synthesizes the vast period from the second millennium BCE to the
sixth century CE, carrying readers through the succession of fateful steps and agonizing crises
that marked Roman evolution from an early village settlement to the capital of an extraordinary
realm extending from northern Britain to the deserts of Arabia. A host of world-famous figures
come to life in these pages, including Alexander the Great, Hannibal, Julius Caesar, Cleopatra,
Augustus, Livia, Cicero, Nero, Hadrian, Diocletian, Constantine, Justinian, and Theodora.
Filled with chilling narratives of violence, lust, and political expediency, this book not only
describes empire-shaping political and military events but also treats social and cultural
developments as integral to Roman history. William E. Dunstan highlights such key topics as
the physical environment, women, law, the roles of slaves and freedmen, the plight of
unprivileged free people, the composition and power of the ruling class, education, popular
entertainment, food and clothing, marriage and divorce, sex, death and burial, finance and
trade, scientific and medical achievements, religious institutions and practices, and artistic and
literary masterpieces. All readers interested in the classical world will find this a fascinating and
compelling history.
This is a fresh account of Julius Caesar - the brilliant politician and intriguing figure who
became sole ruler of the Roman Empire. Julius Caesar examines key figures such as Marius,
Sulla, Cicero, Mark Antony, Gaius Octavius (emperor Augustus), Calpurnia and Cleopatra, as
well as the unnamed warriors who fought for and against him, and politicians who supported
and opposed him. Including new translations from classical sources, Antony Kamm sets
Caesar’s life against the historical, political and social background of the times and addresses
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key issues: Did Caesar destroy the Republic? What was the legality of his position and the
moral justifications of his actions How good a general was he? What was his relationship with
Cleopatra? Why was he assassinated? What happened next? This is Caesar – the lavish
spender, the military strategist, a considerable orator and historical writer, and probably the
most influential figure of his time - in all his historical glory. Students of Rome and its figures
will find this an enthralling, eye-opening addition to their course reading.
A wall in the distant north cuts the world in two. Ruthless sea-born warriors raid the coasts
from their war galleys, yearning to regain lost glories. A young nobleman and his kin are
slaughtered under a banner of truce within a mighty castle. A warrior king becomes a legend
when he smites his foe with one swing of his axe during a nation-forging battle. Yet this isn’t
Westeros – it’s Scotland. Game of Thrones is history re-imagined as fantasy; The History
Behind Game of Thrones: The North Remembers turns the tables, using George R. R.
Martin’s extraordinary fictional universe as a way to understand the driving forces and defining
moments from Scotland’s story. Why were castles so important? Was there a limit to the
powers a medieval king could use – or abuse? What was the reality of being under siege? Was
there really anything that can compare to the destructive force of dragons? By joining forces,
Westeros and Scotland hold the answers. Writer and presenter David C. Weinczok draws on a
vast array of characters, events, places, and themes from Scottish history that echo Game of
Thrones at every dramatic turn. Visit the castle where the real Red Wedding transpired,
encounter the fearsome historical tribes beyond Rome’s great wall, learn how a blood-red
heart became the most feared sigil in Scotland, and much more. By journey’s end, the cogs in
the wheels of Martin’s world and Scottish history will be laid bare, as well as the stories of
those who tried to shape – and sometimes even break – them.
The son of a former slave, Pertinax was the Roman Emperor who proved that no matter how
lowly your birth, you could rise to the very top through hard work, grit and determination. Born
in AD 126, he made a late career change from working as a grammar teacher to a position in
the army. As he moved up the ranks and further along the aristocratic cursus honorum, he took
on many of the most important postings in the Empire, from senior military roles in fractious
Britain, the Marcomannic Wars on the Danube, to the Parthian Wars in the east. He held
governorships in key provinces, and later consulships in Rome itself. When Emperor
Commodus was assassinated on New Year’s Eve AD 192/193, the Praetorian Guard alighted
on Pertinax to become the new Emperor, expecting a pliable puppet who would favour them
with great wealth. But Pertinax was nothing of the sort and when he then attempted to reform
the Guard, he was assassinated. His death triggered the beginning of the ‘Year of the Five
Emperors’ from which Septimius Severus, Pertinax’s former mentoree, became the ultimate
victor and founder of the Severan Dynasty. This previously untold story brings a fascinating
and important figure out of the shadows. A self made everyman, a man of principle and
ambition, a role model respected by his contemporaries who styled himself on his
philosophizing predecessor and sometime champion Marcus Aurelius, Pertinax’s remarkable
story offers a unique and panoramic insight into the late 2nd century AD Principate Empire.
A concise and entertaining history of the Roman legionary—from the age of Augustus through
the heyday of the Roman Empire. The might of Rome rested on the back of its legions; the
superbly trained and equipped fighting force with which the imperial Roman army conquered,
subdued and ruled an empire for centuries. The legionary soldier served for 20 years, was
rigorously trained, highly equipped, and motivated by pay, bonuses and a strong sense of
identity and camaraderie. Legionaries wore full body-armor and carried a shield, as well as two
javelins, a sword, and a dagger. In battle they hurled their javelins and then immediately drew
their swords and charged to close combat with the enemy. They were the finest heavy
infantrymen of antiquity, and a massed legionary charge was a fearsome sight. In The Roman
Legionaries, Simon Elliott, author of Julius Caesar: Rome’s Greatest Warlord, provides an
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introduction to these elite soldiers, including their training, tactics, weapons, the men
themselves, life on and off the battlefield, as well as significant triumphs and disasters in the
great battles of the era.
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